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            Welcome

            Discover and experience fine selection of Indonesian tastes

            
                     
 Order Now
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                        A Journey 

                        Through Indonesian Favorites 
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                        We Brings 

                        Jakartan Flavor to Elmhurst
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                        We Proud of 

                        Our quality and flavors

                     

                  

               

               
               
            

            
         

         
      
        





            








           
           
            
           	
      
         
            
            
               
                  OUR STORY

                  Awang Kitchen started the journey from his own kitchen, its basically just for the family consumption just to cure the homesickness of missing Indonesian culinary in The U.S.

Awang and his family started the catering industry since 8 years ago, but only limited to Indonesian community in New York. Although its limited, his food is surprisingly very famous for the quality and the deliciousness. 

Awang's food is amazingly popular, but not only because he's the only Indonesian food catering service available in NYC. Simply because the flavorful strong rich taste that he maintain could remind and bring everyone who consume it brings them back to the lovely Indonesia. 

Most Indonesian food in New York City are westernized, but not for Awang Kitchen. Awang Kitchen guaranteed will take you on journeys to Indonesia with their quality and flavors through the Indonesian cuisine. 

Besides Indonesian food, Awang Kitchen also offers other Asian dishes, such as sushi, bibimbap and many more. No doubt for flavorful dishes coming out from Awang Kitchen.
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                  Our Menu
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                     Hours

Monday - Sunday
12PM - 10PM

OPEN 7 DAYS
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                  Our Press
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                     Visit Us

                     Good Food and Drinks

                     Indonesian Food & Japanese Sushi Bar
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                     ADDRESS:

                     8405 Queens Boulevard 
Elmhurst, NY 11373
                     

                  

               

               
               
               
                  
                     CONTACT:

                     (347) 492-9264 
vip@awangkitchen.us
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